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What a long strange journey we are on. I have been
thinking about how so very lucky we were to be able
to hold our Quilt Show in March and I remember
driving up the Friday morning of our show and seeing
how many people we had there to see it. I was talking to Damian at Sew & Vac the other day and he was saying how much he enjoyed the show and that he was able to sell
so many sewing machines that he was able to keep his shop employed through this
past two months. I thought about all the money we raised for Catholic Charities and it
made me just swell up inside with joy. But here we are with new decisions to make.
With regard to a June Meeting at T-Dot…..I wanted you all to know what I have done to
make the decision to NOT hold a meeting in June.
1. I called T-Dot and they do not have any information if they will be allowing meetings
in June. They suggested that it would not be a good idea to plan the meeting at this
point.
2. I called the City of Tuscaloosa and asked them if there were going to be any changes in allowing meetings over 10 people in Tuscaloosa for June. I was told the same
thing: that they had not made any decisions yet and they suggested that it was not
looking good for such a meeting to take place. They suggested smaller meetings
with social distancing.
3. I talked to the State Health Department and although Gov. Ivey has lifted the ban on
church meetings, they were “unclear” on meetings of over 10 people. That was left
up to the counties, cities and their officials. The numbers of Covid are rising in Alabama and it is partly due to the fact that we are finally doing a little bit of testing and
that they have lifted the restrictions. I saw that Montgomery (on the 20th) had one
ICU bed left in the city and they were sending cases to Birmingham to be treated.
4. I talked to OLLI on the UA campus which offers courses to adults over 50 and many
of you have attended them. They are not doing face-to-face meetings.
5. I checked with Tuscaloosa PARA. They are open as of May 18th, but they are socially distancing (six feet apart) in all their activities. They are only renting to family
groups and they must social distance or they will be shut down.
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6. The University of Alabama are only doing online classes for summer. They are
not holding conferences and everyone I have talked to about conferences say
they are all doing them via Zoom through the summer.
7. I did talk to Kip Tyner, who is my city council member, and he was the one
person who said if we wanted to have the meeting we could. Although when
we talked further, he agreed that he did not think, with our guild population, we
should choose that option.
I do not want you to think that I am making this decision lightly. I miss you all
intensely, but I am also left with this decision and it is heavy on my heart. I have
been advised by our Vice President, Barbara W., that she and her husband and
children have made the decision that she will not return as VP unless there is a
vaccine. Her husband is older and like many of us has health issues that can be
compromised by Covid-19. I have felt Covid-19 myself with my own daughter
being diagnosed and dealing with the virus for half of April and into May. She is
immune-compromised with Lupus/Fibro-Myalgia and we were very very concerned for her well-being. I am happy to say she has made it through to the other
side with lingering lung issues and exhaustion and she is a young woman of 45.
I am sure that many of you either have someone in your family or know someone
who has been touched by this awful virus.
Going forward: I am going to plan for a meeting in July. It may be an abbreviated
meeting without a program, and I will certainly not blame anyone for choosing
their health over a meeting. The lucky thing is that we don’t have a whole lot to
plan. Those of you working on skinny twin quilts for the Tuscaloosa Juvenile Detention Center should plan to have them ready for August.
I also talked to Kentuck officials and they are planning on having Kentuck in October, are taking applications and will not make any further decisions until September. We will need to start planning for Kentuck and that will involve volunteering
for set up/take down, selling, demonstrating and all the usual things we do while
there. Here again, we do not know what the circumstances of Kentuck will be. I
do not know and they are not saying whether they will have ‘restrictions’ on social
distancing then, etc. We will have to wait and see.
So, my beloved group, we are here, at the turning of a century with a crisis that is
upon us. The good thing is that there is good news out there in terms of a vaccine
and treatments and our being together or not being together does not take away
from who we are and how we interact with each other. Many of us are getting to-
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Treasurer’s Report - our May bank balance:

				

$17,088.73

MEMBERSHIP

No new members reported this month.

Since we had
no May meeting
(because of the
coronavirus),
there are no
minutes.
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2019 WAQG Officers
President - Ana S.
Vice Pres - Barbara W.
Secretary - Linda A.
Treasurer - Marie D.

Board Members
Jamie S. 18-20
Joyce T. 19-21
Rose O. 20-22

Committee Chairs

gether in small groups and trying to take
care of ourselves, our families and our
friends. We are making masks, which is
another sign that this is still upon us. As
my daughter said this morning, when I
checked in with her, “we are at the end of
the beginning” and so we forge on. Take
care of yourselves and let us use our
time away from each other wisely.
Much Love and wishing you all health,
Ana

Basics and Beyond - Board Members
Community Service
Education
Historian - Anne E.
Hospitality - Judy S.
Kentuck - Becky B., Linda
A.,
Library - Patricia W., Dana M.
Membership - Mary B.
Name Tag Drawing - Debbie W.
Newsletter - Rachel D.
Photos - Becky B.
Programs - Barbara W.
Quilt Show - Beth M.,
Julie T.
Retreat - Joann W.
Shark Pit - Paula W.
Sunshine - Eve E.
Telephone Tree - Nan G.
Website Coordinator - Laura R.
Workshops
Yearbook - Mary B.
Challenge 2019 - Board
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Masked Makers, Masked Makers,
				
make me a mask...
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EXAMPLES OF STRING QUILTS

String
Quilts:
term
String
quilt
is to
an identify
older term
used to identify quilts made from your longer fab
String Quilts: The term
String
quiltThe
is an
older
term
used
quilts made from your longer fabric
scraps. There are many ways to make a String quilt. Today, many people call them strip quilts.
scraps. There are many ways to make a String quilt. Today, many people call them strip quilts.
1.
2.

1. You can start with a foundation fabric and sew your fabric strings on it using a sew-and-flip tec
You can start with a foundation fabric and sew your fabric strings on it using a sew-and-flip technique
to attach the strips and scraps to the foundation covering the foundation fabric, or
to attach the strips and scraps to the foundation covering the foundation fabric, or
2. You can start with larger strips and sew them together cutting the shapes (or using them as you
You can start with larger strips and sew them together cutting the shapes (or using them as your quilt)
that you want to use in your quilt project.
that you want to use in your quilt project.

Unmasked!
UnMasked!
Top, left to right: Teresa M.,
Anne E., Diane A.
Middle left to right: Doris L., Ana S.,
Eve E.
Bottom: Joyce T., Rachel D., Mary B.

West Alabama
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We’re on
the web:
www.waqg.com

WAQG meets at the
Department of Transportation
Building (1000 28th Avenue)
on the second Saturday of
each month.

